A cototal dominating set ⊆ [ ( )] is a connected cototal dominating set of ( ),if < [ ( )] − > ≠ ø contains no isolated vertex and < > is connected. The minimum cardinality of the connected cototal dominating set is the connected cototal domination number, denoted by [ ( )]. Bounds for this parameter, exact values of some standard graphs, its relationship with other graph theoretic parameters are evaluated.
Introduction
All graphs G(p,q) considered here are simple, finite, connected, undirected with order p and size q. For all other notations and terminologies we refer [1] . A graph whose vertex set is the edges set of a graph G is called as a line graph L(G). Two vertices are adjacent in L(G) if the corresponding edges are adjacent in G. The graph defined on the edge set E(G) where two vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding edges in G are non-adjacent is referred as Jump graph ( ) of the graph G. Thus, jump graph is the complement of line graph of a graph. Hence the isolated vertices of G ,if it exists ,has no part in J(G). A non-empty subset of the vertex set V[ ( )] is a dominating set of ( ), if every vertex not in is adjacent to atleast a vertex in . The minimum cardinality minimal dominating set of ( ) is the dominating set of ( ) and the cardinality is the domination number of ( ), denoted by [ ( )]. Imposing restrictions on the dominating set , various parameters have been defined. When < > is connected then is a connected dominating set of ( ) the minimal cardinality connected dominating set is the connected domination number, [ ( )].
Restrictions on the complement set{ [ ( )] − } of a graph define many parameters. If { [ ( )] − } contain a dominating set ′ then ′ is the inverse dominating set of ( ) with respect to the dominating set .
A dominating set is a cototal dominating set of ( ) if < [ ( )] − > ≠ ø contains no isolated vertex. The minimum cardinality of a cototal dominating set is the cototal domination number of ( ), denoted as [ ( )] . A graph G is said to be well dominated if the minimum cardinality and the maximum cardinality of its minimal dominating sets are equal. In this study, we discussed the connected cototal domination number of a jump graph of a graph and the graphs that are well dominated have been identified. ⌊ ⌋ denotes the least integer not less than x. Here we considered simple connected graphs with | | = ≥ 4.
Connected Cototal Domination number of a Jump Graph
Definition: 2.1.
A dominating set ⊆ [ ( )] is a connected cototal dominating set of the jump graph ( ) if is a cototal dominating set [(i.e) < [ ( )] − > ≠ ø contains no isolated vertex] and < > is connected.
[ ( )] denotes the minimum cardinality of a minimal connected cototal dominating set, called as connected cototal domination number of ( ).
Definition: 2.2.
The maximum number of vertices contained in a minimal connected cototal dominating set is called the upper connected cototal dominating set of ( ).The upper connected cototal domination number is denoted by (iv). For a complete bipartite graph , ,
. For a wheel graph ,
(viii). For a Spider graph 1, −1 , (ii). Let G be a cycle graph . For ≥ 6, there are edges and in G such that N( )∩N( ) = ø.Thus the corresponding vertices of these edges form the minimal connected cototal dominating set of ( ).When p=5, there are edges , and such that the intersection of their neighborhoods is empty. Thus, the corresponding vertices form the minimal connected cototal dominating set of ( ). (iii).Since is a regular graph, for any two non-adjacent edges there exists an edge such that these edges have the intersection of their neighborhoods to be empty. When | |= [ ( )] of ( ), then is a cototal dominating set and its < > is connected. Hence must contain atleast two vertices.
Theorem: 2.7.
Let G be isomorphic to a star graph or to a bistar graph, then the connected cototal dominating set does not exists for the jump graph of G.
Proof:
The jump graph corresponding to a star graph or a bistar graph is either a null graph or a graph with an isolated vertex( vertices). Observation:2.8.
The connected cototal dominating set does not exist for all jump graph of a graph G. Theorem: 2.9. Let denote the number of pendent vertices of ( ) of G (p,q),then the connected cototal dominating -set exists only if ≤ ⌊ 3 ⌋ .
In a graph G, if there exists an edge such that deg( ) = − 2. Then the corresponding vertex ′ in ( ) is a pendent vertex. Hencce the pendent vertex along with its support vertex will be the members of the connected cototal dominating set . If the number of pendent vertices is greater than ⌊ 3 ⌋ ( i.e the number of edges is fewer in G) then the < [ ( )] − > will contain either an isolated vertex or | [ ( )] − | = 0. Theorem: 2.10.
Let ( ), the jump graph of a connected graph G contain (i=1...n) number of pendent vertices. If, the connected cototal dominating set exists for ( ) then, every is a member of the connected cototal dominating set.
Let ′ be a pendent vertex of ( ) of G. For any connected graph G,
Bounds are attained for the graphs given in theorem 2.3.
Every connected cototal dominating set is a cototal dominating set.
Exact values establish the bounds. Theorem: 2.14.
For any connected graph G, with [ ( )] and
Since every connected cototal dominating set is a cototal dominating set,
Moreover, every cototal dominating set is a dominating set of the jump graph of a graph, thus,
Theorem: 2.15. Let ( , ) be a connected graph, then,
. Bound is sharp for the graphs given in theorem 2.3.
Let, ⊆ [ ( )] be a connected cototal dominating set, then is also a cototal dominating set. Thus is a dominating set of ( ) ( , ). Theorem:2.16 . Let ( , ) be a connected graph, then,
. Bound is attained for the standard graphs given in theorem 2.3.
Let, ⊆ [ ( )] be a connected cototal dominating set. This implies that is a dominating set and < [ ( )] − > contain no isolated vertices. Also < > is connected. Hence, is a total dominating set of ( ) ( , ). Theorem: 2.17.
Let 1 ( ) be the edge independence number of any connected graph G, then,
[ ( )] ≤ 1 ( ).
Let E= ( 1 , 2 , … . . ) be the edge set of G, q ≥ 4. Let S= ( 1 , 2 , … . . ) denote the maximum edge independent set of G. Then in ( ), the vertex set of the corresponding edges of the set S forms a connected induced sub graph which is also a dominating set of ( ).By the choice of q and S , it is apparent that { [ ( )] − } is non -empty and connected. Theorem: 2.18. [ 5] Let ≅ , and diam( T ) not less than 4, then,
We have considered the graph T which is a tree having diameter greater than 3, otherwise, the jump graph of T will have isolated vertices. Thus in T, let and be any two edges having maximum distance between them. The vertices ′ and ′ of the jump graph of T corresponding to the edges and forms a minimal dominating set whose complement set contains no isolated vertex. Thus forms a minimum cototal dominating set. Moreover, by the choice of and , it is clear that is a connected set. If in T, there is an edge , with deg( ) = q−2, then ( ) will contain an isolated vertex. ′ and ′ corresponding to these edges form the minimal dominating set whose complement does not contain any isolated vertex. Any other set not satisfying this condition does not form a dominating set.
